
A Singapore company specialising in automation 

engineering and information technology is looking 

for European partners through manufacturing 

agreement(s) to penetrate the European market. 

 SCHEDA 

 APPROFONDIMENTI  

Identificativo proposta:BOSG20190429005 
The Singapore company specialising in automation facilities, intelligent communications and information 
security solutions is seeking potential partners through manufacturing agreement(s) in order to offer its 
products and services to European companies that are keen to automate their manufacturing plants with 
smart technologies. 
 
 
Incorporated in Singapore since 2006, this company has been providing and building smart manufacturing 
factories to create high value industries work force for small medium enterprises (SMEs) and multi-national 
corporations (MNCs). With an experienced engineering team based in Singapore, this company provides 
technical support and quality management and has formed a series of support products, including integration 
into manufacturing execution system (MES), vision equipment, non-standard automation, cloud computing, 
automation engineering, communications, information security, robotics, enterprise resource planning, 
testing system and robot with intelligent factory as its products and services offering to manufacturing 
companies. Some example of completed automation projects include: - Fully automated manufacturing 
solutions - Process and distribution solutions - Integrated factory automation - Robot handling - High speed 
packaging systems. Their team of engineers also provide evaluation support which includes: - How to get 
data from everywhere and getting it to the right place at the right time in the right context seamlessly. - 
Availability of industrial automation control systems which include: unwanted access or activity on the 
network, intellectual property, unwanted activity and modifications to applications - Products that aids the 
connectivity to mobile people, assets, and tools. - Deployment cost and evaluation of the complexity of 
application delivery and maintenance for the client. - Cost of monitoring and maintaining remote assets. - 
Identifying the skills gap that can potentially lead to maintenance issues of the automation systems to be 
established. This company is seeking potential business partners in Europe via manufacturing agreement(s), 
where they will provide the above products and services to European companies that are keen to set up 
factories employing the latest smart automation manufacturing technologies at a competitive cost coupled 
with quality. 
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